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Introduction

So many of our dreams at first seem impossible, then they seem improbable,
and then, when we summon the will, they soon become inevitable.
Christopher Reeve

I

ndividuals with disabilities desiring to live independently in Mississippi are hindered by the
state’s scarcity of both affordable, accessible housing and the community-based services to
help them to live in the community of their choice, in the housing situation of their choice.
I needed a place to live, and the Mississippi Gulf Coast, this is pre-Katrina,
had oodles of new construction. And I looked and I looked and I looked
and I looked. There were incredible violations of the new construction
requirements for fair housing in the new apartment dwellings. There were
virtually no single family homes without expensive modifications that a
person using a wheelchair could use. I ended up selecting the only option
I could find where I could be personally independent—go the bathroom
and take a shower. But, I couldn’t find anything that was truly affordable.
I did not have the choice that other people have of assessing where I could
afford to live and making that choice. If you get out of your range you’re
kind of doomed eventually. I just do not think it is not economically viable
for developers to develop universal design properties. I think they would
be economically viable because there are lots of people in Mississippi with
significant disabilities.
It means, too, taking care of that person in the way that person wants to be
taken care of. For example, Jody (not real name) lives at home with us. She
is her own individual. She is on the waiver program . . . it was to allow her
to live at home, independently, as much as possible.
Participants
Project BRIDGE Statewide Community Forum
LIFE, Inc. Annual Conference, March 16, 2006, Jackson, Miss.

Individuals with disabilities in Mississippi are living in the housing of their choice with viable
long-term care services. Some have sufficient financial support to create the appropriate longterm services and accessible housing that allow them to live in the community. Others have
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educated themselves, successfully networked or found resources
to reach their goal of community living. Yet many people with
disabilities who rely on Medicaid for their long-term care are
hampered from choosing the housing they dream of because
specific barriers prevent them from connecting the housing
resources and long-term support services they need. Surprisingly,
by simplifying and eliminating unnecessary policies, procedures
and practices, with no loss of accountability or fiscal discipline,
many individuals can live more independently.
What Is Long-Term Care
Long-term care is often measured in terms of the need for
“activities of daily living” (ADLs)—bathing, dressing, eating and
toileting (O’Brien, 2005). Long-term care services “help people
with health or personal needs and activities of daily living over
a period of time.” Long-term care “can be provided at home, in
the community or in various types of facilities . . .” (Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services, 2007).
Who Uses Long-Term Care
Nationally, almost 10 million people require long-term care
services—six million adults over the age of 65 and four million
children and working-age adults (O’Brien, 2005). In fiscal year
2004, almost 530,000 people with developmental disabilities were
served by Medicaid (Bragdon, 2006).

In Mississippi,
almost one in four
individuals has a
disability of some
type—607,570
people age 5 and
above from a total
population of
2,844,658.
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In Mississippi, almost one in four individuals has a disability
of some type—607,570 people age 5 and above from a total
population of 2,844,658 (U.S. Census, 2000). The state’s disability
rate is 23.6%, higher than the national rate of 19.3%. Disabilities
become more prevalent with age. Almost one-third of all
Mississippians with disabilities are over the age of 65. More than
half of the population age 65 and over have a disability—168,410
of 325,801 people (U.S. Census, 2000). Mississippi ranked highest
in the nation in the percentage of disabilities per population for the
65 and over age group at 54.3% in 2005 (U.S. Census, 2005).
In 2000, there were 42,891 Mississippians over the age of
85 (U.S. Census, 2000). Nationally, people over 80 rank the
highest in the percentage of age groups with disabilities—71.7%
have a disability. In 2004, there were 6,788 individuals with
developmental disabilities living with aging caregivers in
Mississippi (Braddock, Hamp, Rizzolo, Coulter, Haffner,
Thompson, 2005).
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Source: A Progress Report on Shifting the Balance in the United States, presented at New Freedom
Initiative Conference, March 6, 2007, by Lisa Alecxih, The Lewin Group, from 1999 National Long-Term
Care Survey/1994 National Health Interview Survey Disability Supplement.

In 2000, a total of 548,079 individuals, or 19.9% of the state’s
population, lived in poverty (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000). People
with disabilities often have lower incomes and struggle with
poverty. There were an estimated 547,423 Mississippians with
a disability in 2005 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2005). Of the number
surveyed, 12% or 66,310 of these individuals above the age of 5
had incomes below the poverty level during the 12 months before
the survey.
Institutional Long-Term Care Consumes a Large Portion of
State’s Support Dollars
Medicaid has grown by leaps and bounds since its creation in 1965
as a health insurance program for low-income people (Smith et
al., 2005). This federally and state funded program is the largest
health insurance program in the United States and the largest
source of funding for long-term care—47.4% of all the nation’s
long-term care spending in 2003 (O’Brien, 2005). In fiscal year
2006, 33.2% of the total U.S. Medicaid budget—$298.7 billion—
was spent on long-term care (Burwell, Sredl, and Eiken, 2007).
In fiscal year 2006, Mississippi’s total Medicaid expenditures
were $3,272,008,246 (Burwell et al., 2007). At $1,026,001,080,
long-term care expenditures comprised 31.4% of the state’s total
Medicaid expenditures in 2006.

At $1,026,001,080,
long-term care
expenditures
comprised 31.4% of
the state’s total
Medicaid
expenditures
in 2006.

Mississippi spent 87.9% ($901,663,226) of its fiscal year 2006
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Mississippi spent
87.9% of its fiscal
year 2006 longterm care dollars
on institutional
services, the
highest percentage
. . . in the nation.

long-term care dollars ($1,026,001,080) on institutional services,
the highest percentage of long-term expenditures for institutional
services of any state in the nation (Burwell et al., 2007). This
amount included expenditures of $648,078,648 for nursing home
services and $253,584,578 for intermediate care facilities/mental
retardation (ICF/MRs). The national average for institutional
care is 60.6%; see Appendix B for complete table. Mississippi’s
long-term care totals also included expenditures of $3,637,492 for
personal care, $12,511,756 for home health and $108,188,606 for
all the home- and community-based waivers (Burwell et al.).

Source: Computation from Table 25, Mississippi information from Medicaid Long-term Care
Expenditures in FY 2006 Memo, written August 10, 2007, by Brian Burwell, Kate Sredl and
Steve Eiken with Thomson Healthcare.

Mississippi spent 12.1% ($24,337,854) of its Medicaid dollars on
home- and community-based services. The national average for
home- and community-based spending is 39.4%. Mississippi has
a 7-1 ratio between institutional spending and spending on homeand community-based services (Burwell et al., 2007).
Oregon ranks first in the nation in the percentage of expenditures
for home- and community-based services, spending 71.6% of their
long-term care budget on community-based services and 28.4%
on institutional long-term care services (Burwell et al., 2007).
Long considered a national model, Oregon has been relentless in

4
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its efforts to shift the balance of its public funding for long-term
care from a primary reliance on nursing home care to an array of
community-based supports. Since 1981, the number of people
receiving Medicaid financed nursing home services has declined
by 33% (Justice and Heestand, 2003).
A small group of Medicaid long-term care users accounts for over
half of the nation’s total Medicaid spending. In 2002, 7% of the
Medicaid population accounted for 52% of the total Medicaid
spending (Sommers, 2006). Three-fourths of this spending was for
long-term care services. Of the Medicaid enrollees using long-term
care, 55% were elderly, 34% were individuals with disabilities
under age 65, and 11% were adults and children who qualified on
the basis of income or other eligibilities (Sommers).

Mississippi
Medicaid information for fiscal year
2004 showed that
20% of Mississippi’s
Medicaid enrollment is people with
disabilites . . . this
group accounted for
36% of the state’s
Medicaid spending.

Elderly Medicaid clients use institutional long-term care services
while those under age 65 use community-based services.
Institutional care is expensive. One-third of elderly Medicaid
enrollees used long-term care services, but accounted for 86% of
all Medicaid spending on the elderly (Sommers, 2006). Nationally,
15% of Medicaid recipients with disabilities used long-term care,
accounting for 58% of all Medicaid spending on people with
disabilities.

Source: Medicaid Fact Sheet for Mississippi and United States. Henry J. Kaiser
Family Foundation, 2008.

Mississippi Medicaid information for fiscal year 2004 showed
that 20% of Mississippi’s Medicaid enrollment is people with
disabilities. In Mississippi, this group accounted for 36% of
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the state’s Medicaid spending. Mississippi’s elderly Medicaid
enrollment for fiscal year 2004 was 12% of the total, but spending
for the elderly was 27% of the total state Medicaid spending
(Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, 2008).

Source: Medicaid Fact Sheet for Mississippi and United States. Henry J. Kaiser
Family Foundation, 2008.

The court
suggested that
states can show
compliance . . . by
creating an effective
plan . . . for moving
qualified people
into community
settings.

Olmstead Prompts Changes in Long-Term Care
Two Georgia women with developmental disabilities and mental
illness wanted to leave the institution where they lived for a
community setting. State treatment professionals admitted the
women could live on their own, but the state refused to let them
leave the institution because there were no services available
for them in the community where they wanted to live. Because
of the anti-discrimination requirement of the Americans with
Disabilities Act, the question brought before the court in Olmstead
vs. L.C. was that the community was actually the most integrated
setting for these women. The U.S. Supreme Court decision on
June 22, 1999, held that instances where people with disabilities
were unnecessarily segregated in institutions may constitute
discrimination. The court suggested that states can show
compliance with Olmstead by creating an effective plan with a
timetable for moving qualified people into community settings.
States are allowed to have a waiting list for community-based
services, but the list must move at a reasonable pace (Donlin,
2006).
Mississippi’s Case: Billy A. et al., v. Jones, et al.
Following the Olmstead decision, Billy A. et al. v. Jones was

6
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filed in Mississippi on May 16, 2002, by five individuals with
disabilities and the Mississippi Coalition for Citizens with
Disabilities against state officials representing the Mississippi
Division of Medicaid and the Mississippi Department of
Rehabilitation Services. Plaintiffs filed the lawsuit so people
with disabilities who did not want to live in nursing homes could
receive waiver services in their homes (Billy A. et al. v. Jones, et
al., 2005).
A settlement agreement was reached in 2005. This agreement
included a contract with Living Independence for Everyone, Inc.
(LIFE) to contact and assist 1,411 individuals from a statewide
list who had indicated in a previous nursing facility survey that
they “wanted to live in the community.” LIFE set out to contact
each person on the list. Since the list was over two years old, LIFE
was only able to locate and interview 595 people. Of this group,
144 indicated they wanted to live in the community. The names of
these individuals were referred to the Mississippi Department of
Rehabilitation Services and the Division of Medicaid for eligibility
of services. A total of 17 individuals were referred back to LIFE
for transition. Of this 17, LIFE has transitioned three and another
is pending. Five individuals were determined ineligible for services
and doctors refused to agree to transition for four. The remainder
of those seeking transition left the state, had a decline in health or
they or their families decided not to transition.

The Olmstead
decision in 1999
precipitated a new
consideration for
people with disabilities and their
rights to make decisions about where
they live.

The Olmstead decision in 1999 precipitated a new consideration
for people with disabilities and their rights to make decisions about
where they live. Since the decision, the federal government has
urged states to reform their long-term support systems. States and
their involved agencies have responded with plans for communitybased services. In Mississippi, the Mississippi Access to Care
(MAC) Plan was written in answer to a state legislative mandate to
provide services to people with disabilities in the most appropriate
integrated setting.
After extensive planning, a survey, public meetings and focus
groups, the MAC Plan was submitted to the Mississippi
Legislature in September 2001. The plan consisted of four areas
of attention: system modifications, primary support services, other
community-based services, and implementation and review. The
state was praised for producing the comprehensive plan when
some states have yet to produce a plan in response to the Olmstead
decision. The MAC Plan Implementation Report #1 was published
in May 2003 as a follow-up to the originally released plan. This
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Even with a plan,
Mississippi still
spent 87.9% of
its fiscal year
2006 total longterm care dollars
on institutional
services provided
by nursing homes
and ICF/MRs.

report included a list of plan activities that had been addressed
since the publication of the original report; see Appendix B for
list. Nothing has been published since that date. Even with a plan,
Mississippi still spent 87.9% of its fiscal year 2006 total long-term
care dollars ($901,563,226) on institutional services provided by
nursing homes and ICF/MRs (Burwell, et al., 2007).
Because of Olmstead, expenditures for community-based longterm care services have been increasing nationally as states shift
the provision of services to follow the philosophical changes in
care provision from institutionally based to home- and communitybased. Mississippi is no exception. While total long-term care
expenditures in Mississippi increased by 79.1% from $572,939,285
in fiscal year 2000 to $ 1,026,001,080 in fiscal year 2006, homeand community-based waiver expenditures increased 394% for
the same period of time, from $21,890,900 in fiscal year 2000 to
$108,188,605 in fiscal year 2006 (Burwell et al., 2006, Burwell et
al., 2007).
The fact that Mississippi’s home- and community-based waivers
have only been in effect since 1995, the shortest time of any state
in the nation, accounts for some of the tremendous growth in the
waiver expenditures. Mississippi lags behind states with 20-plus
years of experience with home- and community-based services.
The “woodwork effect” may also account for some growth in
home- and community-based services. The woodwork effect is
an induced demand by people who wanted to remain in their
own homes and communities and avoided the use of institutional
services. When home- and community-based services are offered,
consumers come “out of the woodwork” to apply (Avalere Health,
2007).

8
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Source: Computation from Table 25, Mississippi from Medicaid Long-term Care Expenditures in FY 2005
Memo, written July 5, 2006, by Brian Burwell, Kate Sredl and Steve Eiken with Thomson Medstat and Table
25, Mississippi from Medicaid Long-term Care Expenditures in FY 2006 Memo, written August 10, 2007, by
Brian Burwell, Kate Sredl and Steve Eiken with Thomson Healthcare.

Home- and Community-Based Services
When the Medicaid program was created over 40 years ago,
institutional care was the norm for both the frail elderly and people
with developmental disabilities. In the past 20 years, states have
been shifting the focus of their Medicaid programs to home- and
community-based services (Smith, 2005). Using waivers—
exemptions from established law—allows states to experiment
with their Medicaid programs in considering change to programs,
but waiver approvals by CMS can take time (Pew, 2006).
States provide home- and community-based services through three
main Medicaid programs:
1. optional 1915(c) home- and community-based waivers
2. mandatory home health benefit
3. the optional state plan personal care services benefit (Kaiser
Family Foundation, 2006)

In the past 20
years, states have
been shifting the
focus of their
Medicaid programs
to home- and
community-based
services.

The shift to home- and community-based services has been
driven by several factors. Individuals with disabilities and
chronic illness and their families who are Medicaid-eligible
want to remain at home to be part of their family and part of the
Improving Housing Choices for Medicaid-Eligible Mississippians Needing Long-Term Care
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community. Education is now more accommodating; health care
is more advanced and accessible. Self-determination is a more
widespread philosophy. The Olmstead case further confirmed
the discriminatory nature of policies that lead to unnecessary
institutionalization. Federal and state concerns for saving money
have also fueled the shift to home- and community-based care
(Kaiser Family Foundation, 2006).
The Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 (DRA) signed by President
Bush on February 8, 2006, is expected to reduce a number of
federal programs, including Medicaid. Medicaid is expected
to realize $4.8 billion in reductions in the first five years, and
eventually $26.1 billion for the first 10 years of the act (Henry J.
Kaiser Family Foundation, 2006). It is expected that these cost
savings will be shifted back to program beneficiaries (Henry J.
Kaiser Family Foundation, 2006).
The DRA does allow for additional spending on home- and
community-based services. States can offer services for people
with disabilities and the elderly as optional benefits rather than
requiring a waiver, but unlike optional services, states will be
allowed to cap the number of people eligible for the services
(Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, 2006). The Money Follows
the Person Demonstration program was included in the DRA
to allow for grants to states to increase the use of home- and
community-based services (Crowley, 2006).

The annual cost
of care per person
for Mississippi’s
state operated
institutions of more
than 16 people for
2004 as $90,328.
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Home-Based Care Is Markedly Less Expensive than
Institutional Care
In fiscal year 2002, elderly Medicaid recipients used institutional
services at an average of $38,780 per enrollee. Community-based
services for the elderly averaged $17,176 (Sommers, 2006). For
the same period of time, people with disabilities receiving care
in their communities had an average spending total of $34,930
compared to $76,331 for Medicaid recipients with disabilities
using institutional care (Sommers, 2006).
In 2004, there were 2,054 participants in Mississippi’s home- and
community-based waiver for individuals with developmental
disabilities (MR/DD Waiver), with the waiver cost per participant
as $15,450. The total spending on this waiver— $31,734,057—was
11% of the overall spending on developmental disabilities, ranking
the state 50th in the nation. The annual cost of care per person for
Mississippi’s state operated institutions of more than 16 people
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for 2004 as $90,328. Annual cost of care per person for ICF/MRs
with 15 or fewer persons in Mississippi was $67,849 for the same
period of time (Braddock et al., 2005).
Some argue that there are individuals who cannot be served in the
community, especially people who have significant behavioral
needs or complex medical needs. Information from the National
Health Interview Survey on Disability and the Residential
Information Systems Project estimated 92% of all Americans
with intellectual or developmental disabilities live with families,
spouses or alone, and 6% live in community-supported living
arrangements. Only 1% live in large institutions and only 1% live
in nursing homes. In states with no institutions, all individuals
requiring such care live in other settings (Research and Training
Center on Community Living, 2005).
Moving into the Community
Long-term care services required by Medicaid-eligible consumers
more often than not are linked to a “brick and mortar” place,
such as an institution or nursing home. Sometimes the problem is
that services are too connected, with certain services only being
available to clients if they actually live at a particular facility. This
seems ironic when consumers most often need housing to move
into the community.
The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid has identified housing as
a critical element for state Medicaid systems transitioning from
institutional settings into the community. The lack of affordable,
accessible housing is cited by individuals and organizations as
the single largest barrier to community inclusion. Even though
affordable housing has been developed for people with low
incomes, there is still a lack of integrated, affordable, accessible
and visitable housing available for people with disabilities and the
elderly (Klein, 2007).
In planning for coordinated housing and services, it is best to
separate housing from services—focus on housing, but it must
not be forgotten that services will be needed, and when services
are considered know that housing will be involved. Consumers
can then choose housing and services in a coordinated way to
meet their needs and those of their family. Using this suggestion
of separation, Mississippi’s current housing and long-term care
services have been separated for presentation in this report.
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Status of Mississippi’s Housing
Poverty—not disability—is considered the foundation for housing problems.
Disability is merely a factor that can exacerbate the problem.
Wisconsin—Supported Housing for People with Disabilities

P

eople with disabilities can live successfully in their communities. But adults with
disabilities usually have low incomes, making low wages if they work or relying on
family or the benefits available to them if they are unable to work. Affordability is
a primary issue for Medicaid-eligible individuals with disabilities. Affordable housing is
usually considered to require no more than 30% of a family’s income (Bernstein et al., 2006).
A 2004 Housing and Community Development survey used to prepare Mississippi’s 2005
Consolidated Plan for Housing and Community Development identified af
affordable housing
as the state’s overall “most critical housing need.” Participants in the Project BRIDGE
statewide focus group held in December 2005 and the project’s statewide community forum
held in March 2006 echoed this need for people with disabilities. BRIDGE community forum
participants expressed other needs that were echoed by respondents to the state housing
survey: down payment assistance, additional financing for low-income people, lower housing
costs, rental assistance, and support for rehabilitation and repair.
Another set of questions on the 2004 Housing and Community Development survey
dealt with the accessibility, suitability and availability of housing. Suitability refers to the
condition of the housing as it relates to the occupants. The following table shows respondents’
answers, rating affordability and suitability as greater needs than accessibility:
Table 1. Accessibility and Availability of Housing
2004 Housing and Community Development Survey
Degree of Need: 1 = extreme, 5 = no need
Subject
1
2
3
4
5
Affordability of rental housing
10%
35%
48.5%
5.5%
1%
Affordability of owner-occupied housing
9.1% 34.8% 46.6%
8%
1.5%
Suitability of owner-occupied housing
3.9% 19.5%
50%
21.7%
4.5%
Availability of for-sale owner-occupied housing
8.9% 21.6% 34.3% 22.9% 12.2%
Suitability of rental housing
2.5% 13.3% 44.5% 27.9% 11.8%
Availability of rental housing
3.5% 10.5% 46.3% 27.2% 12.5%
Accessibility of rental housing
2.3%
8.3%
26.3% 50.8% 12.4%
Accessibility of for-sale owner-occupied housing 1.3%
3.6%
21.7% 55.8% 17.6%

Total
400
397
401
402
398
401
396
391

Source: Mississippi Consolidated Plan for Housing and Community Development, 2005
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There is no data
on the supply of
accessible housing
in Mississippi.

An Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice (AI) for
the state completed in 2004 as required by HUD mentions the
lack of proper enforcement of accessible construction, building
codes, ordinances and other construction practices as a concern.
Disregarding accessibility ignores the spirit of the Americans
with Disabilities Act and sections of the Fair Housing Act. The AI
identified ways to adhere to the ADA such as increased outreach
and education and collaboration with public housing authorities
and local governments.
There is no data on the supply of accessible housing in
Mississippi. Census information used in the state’s Consolidated
Plan reports there were 1,161,953 housing units statewide in
2000. This number includes 811,714 single-family units, 154,600
duplexes or larger multi-person units and 195,639 mobile homes.
Housing units increased 15% from 1990 to 2000. While singlefamily housing comprises over 68% of the state’s housing stock,
complexes of 50 or more units were the fastest growing type of
unit being built from 1990 to 2000. New multifamily dwellings
covered by the Fair Housing Act are supposed to be designed and
constructed to meet accessibility standards.
The Consolidated Plan numbers were assembled before Hurricane
Katrina devastated the Mississippi Gulf Coast in August 2005 and
reduced overall housing numbers for the state. Katrina caused
unimaginable damage to the immediate Gulf Coast counties.
FEMA estimates on housing unit damages as of February 2006
showed 9,618 owner-occupied units destroyed or with severe
damage; 30,889 owner-occupied homes had major damage.
FEMA also reported 5,992 renter-occupied units destroyed or
severely damaged (1,979 were multifamily units with 10 or more
units) and 14,887 units with major damage. None of the Katrina
housing figures reported accessible housing, but the rebuilding of
Gulf Coast housing does provide the opportunity to incorporate
accessibility into rebuilding.
The Consolidated Plan reports the value of a newly constructed
single-family home in Mississippi in 2003 was $112,930. This
amount is the value of the construction only and does not include
the cost of the land or any associated development costs. The Plan
also reports that 2000 Census data records Mississippi’s housing
costs as lower than national costs. The median home value of
$71,400 was 60% of the national home value of $119,600. The
median gross rent was $439 per month, 73% of the national
median gross rent of $602.
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Out of Reach 2006 compares the wages needed to rent an
apartment with wages earned for the nation and for each state (The
National Low Income Housing Coalition, 2007). Out of Reach
says that in Mississippi, a two-bedroom apartment rents for $553
a month. To keep from paying more than 30% of their income on
rent, a renter would have to earn $1,842 monthly, or an hourly
wage of $10.63. The minimum wage in Mississippi at the time of
the Out of Reach report was $5.15 an hour.
“Affordable housing assistance in Mississippi also depends upon
a large network of local lenders, housing authorities, community
action agencies, nonprofit organizations, and local governments .
. .” (Mississippi Consolidated Plan, 2005). Both federal and state
agencies provide assistance with housing in Mississippi.

To keep from paying
more than 30%
of their income
on rent, a renter
would have to earn
$1,842 monthly,
or an hourly wage
of $10.63. The
minimum wage in
Mississippi at the
time of the “Out of
Reach” report was
$5.15 an hour.

Federal agencies, which provide the bulk of funding for housing
to states, include the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD), the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
in rural areas, the U.S. Department of Treasury via the Low
Income Housing Tax Credit program and the U.S. Department
of Veterans Affairs. Because the programs developed by each of
these federal agencies were created to serve a particular public, the
resulting current programs can seem confusing to those outside of
the housing world.
The state receives funding for housing through four formula
grant programs: the HOME Investment Partnership Program
(HOME), the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG), the
Emergency Shelter Grant (ESG) and the Housing Opportunities
for Persons with AIDS Program (HOPWA). HOME funding from
HUD to the Mississippi Development Authority provides a variety
of housing activities through local governments and Community
Housing Development Organizations (CHDOs), including home
buyer assistance, homeowner rehabilitation and new construction.
A fifth program, the Housing Tax Credit, is a federal program
giving investors tax incentives to build or rehabilitate rental
housing. In Mississippi, it is administered by the Mississippi Home
Corporation.
Figure 6 provides a color-coded visual guide to the housing
programs in Mississippi.
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Housing Resources
Housing resources for low-income people and people with
disabilities are perhaps easier to understand if they are divided into
rental and home ownership categories.

Table 2. Housing Resources Available to Meet the Needs of Low-Income People
with Disabilities in Mississippi
Rental Housing
• Public Housing
• Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher
Program
• Rural Rental Housing Program
• Housing Opportunities for Persons with
AIDS
• Housing Tax Credit

Home Ownership
• HOME Investment Partnership Program
• Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher
Program
• American Dream Downpayment Initiative
• Mortgage Revenue Bond
• Mortgage Credit Certificate
• Down Payment Assistance Loans
• Home of Your Own Program
• Housing Opportunities for Persons with AIDS
• USDA 502 Guaranteed and Direct Loans

Source: Created for report from information from various documents

Rental Housing
People with disabilities in Mississippi who want to live in rental
housing deal with affordability, accessibility and availability
concerns, but being able to afford the rent for an apartment or
rental house is the greatest concern. Priced Out in 2006: The
Housing Crisis for People with Disabilities reports that people
with disabilities in Mississippi who receive a monthly SSI payment
of $603 are hard-pressed to afford an apartment (O’Hara, Cooper,
Zovistoski, Buttrick, 2007). Their SSI is only 25.4% of the state’s
average one-person median income, and amounts to even less
for specific metropolitan areas of the state such as Hattiesburg
(24.0%), the Gulf Coast (22.1%), Jackson (19.5%) and the area
in Mississippi outside of Memphis (18.0%). This $603 will pay
for, on average, 69.8% of the rent for an efficiency apartment and
78.2% for a one-bedroom apartment. It is comparable to a $9.07
hourly wage. There were 71,394 non-elderly adults (age 18 to 64)
in Mississippi receiving SSI benefits in 2005 (O’Hara et al., 2007).
Public Housing Authorities
Supportive housing is traditionally targeted at low-income
populations, including the chronically homeless, frail elders
and people with disabilities. Public Housing Authorities
Improving Housing Choices for Medicaid-Eligible Mississippians Needing Long-Term Care

“Priced Out in
2006: The Housing
Crisis for People
with Disabilities”
reports that people
with disabilities in
Mississippi who
receive a monthly
SSI payment of
$603 are hardpressed to afford
an apartment.
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being determined.

(PHAs) provide public housing units and housing choice
vouchers for use by low-income individuals and families
and are the best known local providers of supportive
housing.
Mississippi has 55 PHAs, including local and regional
housing authorities. These PHAs provide low-rent
subsidized housing (41 PHAs) or Section 8 vouchers (3
PHAs), and some, particularly regional PHAs, provide both
(11 PHAs). The HUD Resident Characteristics Report from
October 1, 2005, to January 31, 2007, notes there were
33,017 units in Mississippi. This total number includes
14,435 public housing units and 18,496 vouchers. During
this time period, 11,861 public housing units (82%) were
in use. This number reflects people moving in and moving
out as well as units being renovated. Nationally, 81% of
public housing units are in use. In Mississippi, 12,024 of
the available 18,496 vouchers (65%) were in use during
this time period. Nationally, 84% of all available vouchers
were in use.
The HUD Resident Characteristic report noted that 9%
of the households served by public housing during this
time period had incomes below 30% of the median. Of
the families in public housing in this time period, 16%
were non-elderly with a disability with no children, 6%
were non-elderly with a disability with children and 9%
were elderly with a disability with no children. Forty-four
percent were non-elderly with no disability with children.
Thirty-five percent of public housing residents were aged
18 to 50.
Twenty-six percent of the individuals using all vouchers
have extremely low incomes. Of families using vouchers,
12% are non-elderly with a disability with no children and
12% are non-elderly with a disability with children. Five
percent are elderly with a disability and no children. Sixty
percent are non-elderly with no disability and children.
Thirty-seven percent of the household members of those
using vouchers are aged 18 to 50, while 40% are children
aged 6 to 17.
Local public housing preferences are powerful. It is
important that people with disabilities be considered when
preferences are being determined. An analysis of the annual
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plans for fiscal year 2005 and five-year plans for fiscal
years 2005-2009 for all of Mississippi’s PHAs was made
with regard to references to people with disabilities; see
Table C in appendix.
The five-year plans provide information on the missions
and goals of the PHAs. The five-year plan addresses goals
and objectives which are derived from HUD’s current
agency strategic goals and objectives and other issues
emphasized in recent federal housing legislation. HUD’s
strategic goals for the 2005 plans are: 1) Increase the
availability of decent, safe, and affordable housing, 2)
Improve community quality of life and economic vitality,
3) Promote self-sufficiency and asset development of
families and individuals, and 4) Ensure equal opportunity
in housing for all Americans. PHAs can choose from the
expanded goals and objectives or identify their own. Under
the expanded goals, five objectives address the needs
of individuals with disabilities or their families. These
objectives include designating developments or building
for a particular resident group such as the elderly or people
with disabilities, providing or trying to attract supportive
services, and undertaking affirmative measures to provide
accessible housing.

The five-year
plans provide
information on the
missions and goals
of the PHAs.

The objective most often checked was “Undertake
affirmative measures to ensure access to assisted housing
regardless of race, color, religion, national origin, sex,
familial status, and disability.” Forty-nine PHAs (89%)
checked this objective. The least checked objective
“Designate developments or buildings for particular
resident groups (elderly, persons with disabilities)” was
selected by only seven PHAs (12.7%). Only four of
Mississippi’s PHAs (7%) checked all objectives; five
PHAs (9%) didn’t check any objectives. Sixteen PHAs
(29%) checked two objectives and 16 (29%) checked three
objectives.
Eight PHAs not using a streamlined plan reported by
number the housing needs of families served in their
jurisdiction by family type. This included information on
families with disabilities. Numbers ranged from three in a
local authority providing subsidized housing to 8,916 in a
regional housing authority providing both low-rent housing
and Section 8 vouchers. Those PSAs using the streamlined
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plan reported on the housing needs of families on their
waiting list by family type. Fifty-two of the PHAs reported
that there were families with disabilities on their waiting
list both by number of families and by the percentage of
their total waiting list. These vary in number and percentage
according to the size of the PHA; see Table C in appendix.
Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher Program
Officially now the Housing Choice Voucher Program,
this program is still widely known as the Section 8 Rental
Voucher Program as it was called for years. Over 30 years
old, the Section 8 program was developed to assist lowincome people, the elderly and people with disabilities rent
decent, affordable housing in their community. Households
receiving Section 8 vouchers have an income at or below
50% of the area median income. The vouchers, provided
through PHAs, subsidize household dollars for housing.
Vouchers are considered long-term, and recipients can move
their voucher from one housing situation to another. As
mentioned earlier, 11 PHAs—usually regional PHAs— in
Mississippi provide Section 8 vouchers. Some states have
special Section 8 vouchers such as the Mainstream voucher
for people with disabilities, but this type of voucher is not
available in Mississippi
Rural Rental Assistance Program
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) provides
loans to families, the elderly, and people with disabilities
to help pay rent for safe, affordable rental housing in rural
areas. These programs are administered through the state
USDA office. There are 543 USDA Section 515 properties,
totaling 15,549 units. These properties are located in 79 of
the state’s 82 counties.
Housing Opportunities for Persons with AIDS
(HOPWA)
The HOPWA program provides rent payment assistance to
very low-income people with HIV and their families. This
assistance is provided through the Mississippi Department
of Health.

Home Ownership
Many low-income people, including low-income people with
disabilities, dream of owning a home, but feel home ownership is a
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dream that will never be realized. There are programs currently in
place in Mississippi to assist people with low incomes and people
with disabilities in becoming home owners.
HOME Investment Partnership Program
The HOME program is a large program funded by HUD
that provides funds for the construction of rental housing,
homeowner rehabilitation, first-time home buyer assistance
and rental assistance. Administered through the Mississippi
Development Authority, Mississippi’s program focuses
on home buyer assistance, new construction or substantial
rehabilitation of rental units, and home owner rehabilitation
or reconstruction. This assistance is provided through local
governments and not-for-profit CHDOs.

There are programs
currently in place in
Mississippi to assist
people with low
incomes and people
with disabilities in
becoming home
owners.

American Dream Downpayment Initiative (ADDI)
ADDI was created in 2003 to increase home ownership for
lower income and minority households. It is administered
as part of the HOME program, but ADDI targets first-time
homeowners. This assistance is also provided through
local governments, CHDOs and other not-for-profit
organizations.
Mississippi Home Corporation
A public-purpose corporation, the Mississippi Home
Corporation (MHC) was created by the state in 1990 to
finance the acquisition, construction and rehabilitation of
housing for low-to-moderate income Mississippians. MHC
supports home buying tools such as home buyer education
and credit counseling and offers low-interest mortgages for
first-time home buyers.
Mississippi Home of Your Own Program
The Mississippi Home of Your Own (HOYO) Program
is a 10-year-old award-winning program of the Institute
for Disability Studies at The University of Southern
Mississippi that assists people with disabilities in
purchasing homes. HOYO receives some funding
through the state’s HOME program as well as a few local
municipalities.
Single Family Home Ownership Programs
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) provides
single-family home ownership loans to qualified
applicants—families, the elderly and people with
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disabilities—to purchase safe, affordable homes. These
programs are administered through the state USDA office.
Some programs are administered through mortgage
lenders.
Housing Opportunities for Persons with AIDS
(HOPWA)
The HOPWA program provides mortgage payment
assistance to very low-income people with HIV and
their families. This assistance is provided through the
Mississippi Department of Health.
Other Housing-Related Programs
Community Development Block Grant Program
(CDBG)
CDBG funds are administered through MDA to
eligible local applicants for the development of viable
communities. CDBG funded projects are to benefit low
to moderate-income people at the community level, most
often through public facilities and economic development,
although housing is an eligible activity under federal law.
Emergency Shelter Grants (ESG)
HUD allocates funds for the renovation, rehabilitation
or conversion of buildings for use as emergency shelters
for the homeless. ESG funds are administered through
MDA and are distributed through local governments and
nonprofits that operate homeless shelters.

The Mississippi
Home Corporation
administers this
federal tax credit,
which provides
an incentive for
investors to finance,
construct and
rehabilitate rental
housing for families
earning 60% or less
of the area median
income.
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Housing Tax Credit Program
The Mississippi Home Corporation administers this federal
tax credit, which provides an incentive for investors to
finance, construct and rehabilitate rental housing for
families earning 60% or less of the area median income.
Housing Opportunities for Persons with AIDS Program
(HOPWA)
Administered through the Mississippi Department of
Health, the HOPWA program assists low-income people
with HIV disease with rent or mortgage payments for short
terms to allow for financial stability or for long terms if the
applicant is eligible for hospice care.
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Creating Livable Communities
The National Council on Disability (NCD) released Creating
Livable Communities in October 2006. This report followed the
intense interest in two earlier reports released by NCD: Livable
Communities for Adults with Disabilities, published in 2004,
and The State of 21st Century Long-Term Services and Supports:
Financing and Systems Reform for Americans with Disabilities,
published in 2005.
According to the NCD a livable community
• Provides affordable, appropriate, accessible housing
• Ensures accessible, affordable, reliable and safe
transportation
• Adjusts the physical environment for inclusiveness and
accessibility
• Provides work, volunteer and education opportunities
• Ensures access to key health and support services
• Encourages participation in civic, cultural, social and
recreational activities
Creating Livable Communities outlines six local strategies to
promote collaboration and livable communities:
Strategy One: Agree how to collect and manage
information about agency programs and benefits to be most
responsive to consumers
Strategy Two: Use tax credits and similar incentives to
stimulate change to encourage individuals and corporations
to invest in livable communities
Strategy Three: Agree on common performance measures
across multiple federally funded programs
Strategy Four: Use private sector match to secure public
funding and stimulate public-private sector partnerships
Strategy Five: Agree on changes in jobs and transportation
to consolidate the administration of multiple programs and
improve ease of success

. . . a livable
community
provides affordable,
appropriate,
accessible housing
....

Strategy Six: Use waiver authority to promote state options
to advance consumer choice and community participation
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Housing Strategies That Work
Some states and communities have provided affordable housing
for people with disabilities. A Technical Assistance Guide for
Housing Resources and Strategies prepared for the Regional
Housing Forum held in Washington, D.C. in 2002 notes these
states and communities share two common factors: 1) the creative
use of all available affordable housing programs to expand housing
options, and 2) strong partnerships and collaborations between the
affordable housing system and disability community to ensure the
housing created will meet the needs and preferences of people with
disabilities.
The Guide’s chapter on strategies that work promotes these five
strategies:
1. Provide “bridge” rental subsidies for people with
disabilities
2. Improve access to existing rental assistance programs
3. Ensure housing affordability for people with disabilities
4. Expand the supply of and access to accessible housing units
5. Create alternate housing options.
Funding is perhaps the most important aspect in the development
of affordable, accessible housing. The costs for the development,
construction and maintenance of housing, even for housing that
will be affordable for people with low incomes, is high, and
developers, property owners and property managers cannot rely
on a single source of funding to cover these costs (Klein, 2007).
Multiple funding sources—tax credits, subsidies, vouchers—are a
necessity.
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Status of Long-Term Care Services
Mississippi suffers from the problem of having a large poor population with
significant health care needs and a small state budget with which to meet
those needs.
Recent Changes in Health Policy for Low-Income People in Mississippi
The Urban Institute, 2002

ong-term care services are typically provided to five population groups. This table lists
those groups with the state agencies providing services. Not all of the long-term care
services provided by state agencies are considered home- and community-based services.

L

Table 3. Populations Served by Long-Term Care in Mississippi
and the State and Local Agencies Serving Them
Population
people with
people with
with
older adults
physical
developmental people
children
mental
illness
disabilities
disabilities
State
Agency

Local
Agency

• Medicaid
• Human
Services

• Medicaid
Regional Offices
• Area Agency
on Aging
• Planning and
Development
Districts

• Medicaid

• Rehabilitation
Services
• Medicaid
Regional
Offices

• Medicaid

• Medicaid

• Medicaid

• Mental Health

• Mental Health

• Mental Health

• Medicaid
Regional Offices

• Medicaid
Regional Offices

• Planning and
Development
Districts
• Rehabilitation
Services Field
Office

• Regional Mental
Health/Mental
Retardation
Centers

• Regional Mental
Health/Mental
Retardation
Centers

Source: Created for report from information from various state documents
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Current waiting
list numbers for
Mississippi’s homeand communitybased waivers
provided in the
recent long-term
care service report
are: the Elderly and
Disabled Waiver,
6,500 to 7,000;
Assisted Living,
56; TBI/SCI, 44; and
Independent
Living, 899.

Home- and Community-Based Waivers
In Mississippi, home- and community-based long-term care waiver
services are provided through five 1915(c) home- and communitybased waivers administered through three state agencies with
funding for all waivers provided by the Mississippi Division
of Medicaid. Mississippi began providing the first home- and
community-based waiver services in 1995 with additional waiver
services added through the years.






Elderly and Disabled Waiver
Independent Living Waiver
Mentally Retarded/Developmentally Disabled Waiver (MR/DD)
Assisted Living Waiver
Traumatic Brain Injury/Spinal Cord Injury Waiver (TBI/SCI)

A report on Mississippi’s long-term care services, A
Comprehensive Review of Long-Term Care Services, was prepared
by EP&P Consulting, Inc. under contract to the Mississippi
Division of Medicaid and released in October 2007. The following
table provides the number of waiver participants since 1999 and
the percentage of change from 1999 to 2006.

Table 4. Mississippi Waiver Participants, 1999-2006
Independent
Living
TBI/SCI
Elderly and
Disabled
Assisted
Living
MR/DD
Total

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

%
Change

127

170

330

463

627

932

923

1,118

780.3%

0

0

0

138

326

452

557

608

340.6%

2,540 3,954 6,951 10,078 10,181 10,691 10,804 10,732

322.5%

0

0

0

56

87

127

178

294

425%

348

475

516

1,26

2,048

2,215

2,099

2,002

475.3%

3,015 4,599 7,797 12,561 13,269 14,417 14,561 14,754

389.3%

Source: Comprehensive Review of Long Term Care Service, Mississippi Division of Medicaid, August 2007

Current waiting list numbers for Mississippi’s home- and communitybased waivers provided in the recent long-term care service report
are: the Elderly and Disabled Waiver, 6,500 to 7,000; Assisted
Living, 56; TBI/SCI, 44; and Independent Living, 899.
See the waiver table on the next page for the administering agency,
eligibility criteria and services offered.
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Statewide program designed
to offer assistance to qualified
Medicaid beneficiaries. Allows
qualified individuals to remain
in a home- or community-based
setting.

Statewide program designed
to offer assistance to qualified
Medicaid beneficiaries, allowing
them to remain in a home- or
community-based setting

Statewide program designed
to offer assistance to qualified
Medicaid beneficiaries

Statewide program designed
to offer assistance to qualified
Medicaid beneficiaries, allowing
qualified individuals to remain
in a home- or community-based
setting

Elderly and
Disabled

Independent
Living

Mentally
Retarded/
Developmentally
Disabled
(MR/DD)

Traumatic Brain/
Spinal Cord
Injury
(TBI/SCI)

What Does Waiver Do?

Program allowing qualified
individuals statewide to live in
a Medicaid-approved assisted
living facility with Medicaid
paying for services. Facility must
be licensed by Mississippi State
Department of Health as an
Assisted Living Facility.

Waiver

Assisted Living
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Department of
Rehabilitation
Services

Department of
Mental Health

Department of
Rehabilitation
Services

Division of Medicaid

no age restrictions
qualify by either SSI or 300% of SSI; Temporary Assistance to
Needy Families (TANF), Disabled Child Living at Home (DCLH), Foster
Children (FC); Adoption Assistance Foster Children (AAFC); must
require nursing facility level of care, if assistance is not provided
must have trauma, from outside source, of brain or spinal cord

no age restrictions
qualify for Medicaid by either SSI or Temporary Assistance to Needy
Families (TANF); Disabled Child Living at Home (DCLH); or 300% of
SSI
must be mentally retarded or developmentally disabled
must be persons who, without assistance, would be appropriate for
ICF/MR level of care

no age restrictions
qualify by either SSI or 300% of SSI; children up to 185%
Federal Poverty Level; Foster Children (FC); Adoption Assistance
Foster Children (AAFC); Disabled Child Living at Home (DCLH) or
neurological impairment
must require nursing facility level of care, if assistance not provided

must be 21 years of age or older
qualify by either SSI or 300% of SSI
must have a deficit in at least three activities of daily living (ADL)
needing assistance with eating, toileting, bathing, personal hygiene,
ambulation, transferring or dressing
must require nursing facility level of care, if assistance not provided

must be 21 years of age or older
qualify by either SSI or 300% of SSI
must have a deficit in at least three activities of daily living (ADL) or
a diagnosis of Alzheimer’s or other dementia with a deficit in at least
two ADLs, such as needing assistance with eating, toileting, bathing,
personal hygiene, ambulation, transferring or dressing
must require nursing facility level of care, if assistance not provided

Who Is Eligible

Table 5. Mississippi’s Home and Community-Based Waivers

Administering
Agency
Division of Medicaid

Source: Five home- and community-based services pamphlets produced by Division of Medicaid
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case management
respite services
environmental accessibility adaptations
specialized medical equipment and supplies
attendant care services

habilitation
behavior support/intervention
respite care
support coordination
attendant care services
specialized medical supplies
other services (PT, OT, and speech, hearing,
and language therapy)

case management
personal care attendant
specialized medical equipment and supplies

case management
personal care
homemaker services
chore services
attendant care services
medication oversight,
therapeutic, social, recreational programming
medication administration
intermittent skilled nursing services
transportation
attendant care services
case management
homemaker services
adult day services
expanded home health services
home delivered meals
escorted transportation
institutional respite and/or in-home respite

Services Offered

Funding, in fact,
has long been an
issue in Mississippi
not only for homeand communitybased waivers but
for Medicaid in
general.

While the scope of these waivers seems comprehensive, there are
limitations. Foremost, each waiver is limited to the total number
of “slots” and funding for waiver services. CMS prescribes the
maximum number of slots allowed, but it is up to the state to
determine how many slots are funded. When Medicaid funds are
limited, these limited funds are usually directed toward entitlement
services. Waiver services experience waiting lists because of the
lack of adequate funds. For example, nursing facility services
for individuals over age 21 are mandated Medicaid services and
are entitled services, whereas community-based service offered
through a waiver are not (Mississippi Division of Medicaid, 2007).
Funding, in fact, has long been an issue in Mississippi not only for
home- and community-based waivers but for Medicaid in general.
States pay a portion of overall Medicaid costs and the federal
government pays a portion via a federal matching percentage. This
percentage, the Federal Medical Assistance Percentage (FMAP), is
based on a calculation from a formula set for in the Social Security
Act and is inversely proportional to a state’s average personal
income (Smith, 2007). Mississippi’s FMAP is 75.89% (Mississippi
Division of Medicaid, 2007). While Mississippi has the highest
federal matching percentage, the Legislature still struggles to find
match monies for the state’s quarter share, the $90 million required
to receive $270 million from the federal government (Salter, 2008).
Medicaid spending fluctuates with the economy. At times, states
have to control the growth of their Medicaid programs. States
do this in various ways. In recent years some states, including
Mississippi have implemented policies that restrict enrollment
(Smith, 2006).
But states do have significant options authorized by CMS to
support community transition services: In a letter dated July
25, 2000, CMS authorized the use of Medicaid funds for case
management and home modification before a person moves
from an institution (Eiken, 2005). In a letter dated May 9,
2002, CMS authorized the use of home- and community-based
services (HCBS) waivers to pay for certain community transition
services—one-time items and services such as security deposits,
moving expenses and furniture that people often need when
establishing a house or apartment. In a letter dated July 14, 2003,
CMS explained options for using Medicaid funds for medical
equipment for transitioning residents.
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Table 6. CMS Authorized Services under Waiver Programs
Funding Option and
Maximum
Service
Federal Participation Time Before
Necessary Approval
Rate
Transition
Transition Case
Management

Home
Modifications
Community
Transition
Services
Medical
Equipment

1. Billed as an
Administrative Expense
(50%)
2. Targeted Case
Management Service
(Federal Medical
Assistance Percentage
(FMAP))
3. HCBS Waiver (FMAP)*
HCBS Waiver (FMAP)*

1. No limit
2. 180 days
3. 180 days

HCBS Waiver (FMAP)*

No limit

1. State Plan (FMAP)
2. Nursing Facility
(FMAP)
3. HCBS Waiver (FMAP)*

1. Not before
transition date
2. No limit
3. 60 days

180 days

1. Must be consistent with the
state’s cost allocation plan for
public assistance programs
2. Case management for
institutional residents must be
authorized under a State Plan
Amendment
3. Case management must be
an approved waiver service
Home modification must be an
approved waiver service
States must amend their
waivers to add community
transition services
1. Equipment must fit the
definition used in the state’s
home health benefit and may
not be purchased while a
person is in an institution
2. A State Plan Amendment
is required to change nursing
facility reimbursement
3. The equipment item must
be within the definition of an
approved wavier service

Source: Medicaid HCBS Waiver Payment for Community Transition Services: State Examples, 2005
*States can bill service costs as administrative expenditures (50 percent) if the services are provided to waiver
applicants who do not eventually join the waiver, and if these expenditures are consistent with the state’s cost
allocation plan for public assistance programs.

Table 6 reveals some programmatic possibilities, illustrating
the opportunity the state has to take advantage of the flexibility
afforded by CMS in facilitating the transition of individuals into the
community.
Mississippi Long-Term Care Alternatives
The purpose of the Long-Term Care Alternatives Program of the
Division of Medicaid is to tell Medicaid beneficiaries, applicants and
the general public about alternatives to (choices of) nursing home
care. Medicaid works with the state’s 10 Planning and Development
Districts (PDDs) in the administration of this program. Medicaid
beneficiaries and applicants who apply for admission to nursing
Improving Housing Choices for Medicaid-Eligible Mississippians Needing Long-Term Care
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homes are contacted by a long-term care alternative social worker
and told about available home or community-based options to
nursing home care. Beneficiaries and applicants can choose homeor community-based care. Medicaid will not deny nursing home
placement, even if other alternatives to nursing home care are
available.
Home Health
Mississippi Medicaid provides Home Health Services as part of
its covered services for Medicaid-eligible individuals. To qualify
for Home Health Services, individuals must be homebound, under
the care of a doctor and in need of home health services on an
intermittent basis (Mississippi Division of Medicaid, 1996).
Personal Care
Mississippi does not provide personal care services as an optional
state plan benefit.
Other Services Supporting Community Living
Division of Aging and Adult Services, Mississippi
Department of Human Services
The Division of Aging and Adult Services (DAAS)
coordinates and provides services for the state’s older
citizens through the state’s system of Area Agencies on
Aging (AAA) administered through the PDDs. DAAS
provides access services, legal assistance and advocacy,
and home- and community-based programs. These homeand community-based services include case management,
homemaker services, adult day care, the elderly nutrition
program, emergency services, respite services and the
family caregiver support program. In 2006, more than
52,300 people received services through the AAAs
(Mississippi Department of Human Services, 2006).

Involved in a
number of special
initiatives, DAAS
has been working
since 2005 to
establish a model
Aging and Disability
Resource Center
(ADRC).
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Involved in a number of special initiatives, DAAS has
been working since 2005 to establish a model Aging and
Disability Resource Center (ADRC) in partnership with
the Central Mississippi AAA as a one-stop shop offering
information and referral, benefits and options counseling
services, and publicly and privately financed long-term care
services. To advance the concept, DAAS has purchased
a robust electronic system that allows the pilot project to
expand to offer similar basic one-stop services statewide in
the nine AAAs.
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Transportation
Medicaid-eligible consumers have again and again
expressed the need for transportation. Transportation is a
necessity for living in some communities, especially rural
communities. Limited non-emergency transportation is
provided through the Division of Medicaid for Medicaid
beneficiaries who need transportation to medical
appointments.
The Mississippi Transportation Coalition was established
in 2004 as part of a Real Choice Systems Change Grant to
the Mississippi Department of Mental Health funded by the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid for the development
of a model for a statewide coordinated transportation
system that will ensure access by adults and children with
disabilities to community-based services. The Coalition
represents organizations statewide concerned about the
availability of transportation for the individuals they serve.

Medicaid-eligible
consumers have
again and again
expressed the need
for transportation.
Transportation
is necessity for
living in some
communities,
especially rural
communities.
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Promising Long-Term Care Practices

As home- and community-based support systems continue to grow and evolve, states
are examining whether their current systems reflect fundamental participant and
community values. A number of states are concluding that they need to put in place
systematic reforms to ensure that their home- and community-based support systems
promote dignity, independence, individual responsibility, choice and self-direction.
Promising Practices in Long-Term Care Systems Reform:
Oregon’s Home- and Community-Based Service System

E

ight states—Colorado, Michigan, New Hampshire, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina,
Vermont and Wisconsin—adopted promising long-term support systems that were studied
by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid in November 2004. All implemented two
particular reforms for the elderly or individuals with disabilities: 1) a single access point and
2) person-centered services. The report identified eight factors that contributed to successful
systems change (Eiken, 2004).
Factors Contributing to Successful Systems Change
 System change in all of
the case study states could
not have been successful
without experienced,
effective and sometimes
visionary leadership from
the state agencies.

Factors Contributing to Successful Systems Change
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

effective state agency leadership
participant involvement
a shared vision
precipitating event or crises
political champion
a plan for change
staff preparation
multiple changes over several years.

 Every case study state
made special efforts
to involve program
participants, selfadvocates and family members in the decision-making process to ensure that the reforms
would improve participants’ experience with the long-term care system. Consumers were
involved in system planning, policy development, local program management and quality
assessment. State agency leaders often had to compromise with participants, providers
and other stakeholders to develop a coalition supporting system reform.
Improving Housing Choices for Medicaid-Eligible Mississippians Needing Long-Term Care
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 Defining a vision and establishing broad consensus on
goals and values to guide systems redesign was an essential
step in systems change. An inclusive process for developing
a vision or a set of system values was critical to build
support for system change among stakeholders and within
the state agency. State and local program staff, participants,
advocates, and community and institutional providers
typically participated in work group meetings to establish a
vision or a set of goals and principles for the long-term care
system.
 The organization transformation literature indicates
a key challenge in systems change is creating a sense of
urgency to make changes. In most case study states,
events beyond the state agency’s control helped build the
sense of urgency. The sense of urgency in these states made
political decision-makers receptive to systems reform and
hastened consensus between stakeholders. Groups with
opposing interests became more willing to compromise to
address pressing mutual concerns. Some of these events, such
as state fiscal crises and a class action lawsuit settlement,
are common among state long-term support agencies.
 In each state, systems change required legislative
approval for appropriation of funds and for enabling
legislation to create new programs and establish new longterm care policies. Some states had political champions—
the governor or individual legislators—who put long-term
supports on the public policy agenda and guided reform
measures toward enactment. The governor’s support was
particularly important because it enabled reform proposals
to be part of the governor’s budget and legislative package.
Gubernatorial support also enabled state agencies to openly
support the proposals.
 Several states developed plans to achieve or move
toward a shared vision or common goals for redesigning the
long-term care system. Some plans recommended specific
policy changes. Others detailed the implementation of longterm support reforms the state legislature had approved.
Some states developed both types of plans.
 As is true for any comprehensive reform of a
government agency and its operations, system change in the
case study states required major changes in the way state
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staff, case managers and providers did their jobs. States
spent significant amounts of time and money preparing
state and local staff to incorporate the system reforms into
their daily work.
 All the case study states implemented multiple rounds
of systems change. While most of the case studies
described dramatic, comprehensive initiatives, smaller
incremental reforms both set the stage for these initiatives
and followed them (Eiken, 2004).
More Assessment Criteria
A Technical Assistance Guide To Assessing a State Long-Term
Care System was written to assist states in assessing their progress
as they rebalance their long-term care systems (Hill and Delozier,
2006). This guide lists eight key components for system change
identified in Money Follows the Person (Crisp, Eiken, Gerst, and
Justice, 2003).

Key System Components
1. Consolidated state agencies - a single agency for both institutional and
community services that coordinates policies and budgets to promote
community options
2. Single access points - a clearly identifiable organization managing access to a
wide variety of community supports, ensuring people understand the full range
of available options before receiving more restrictive services
3. Institution supply controls - mechanisms such as Certificate of Need
requirements that enable states to limit or reduce institutional beds
4. Transition from institutions - outreach to identify residents who want to move
and assistance with their transition to the community
5. A continuum of residential options - availability of support services in a
range of options from mainstream single-family homes and apartments to
integrated group settings for people who need 24-hour supervision or support
6. HCBS infrastructure development - recruitment and training to develop
a sufficient supply of providers with the necessary skills and knowledge to
encourage consumer independence
7. Participant direction - people who receive HCBS having primary decisionmaking authority over their direct support workers or their budget for supports
8. Quality management - an effective system that: a) measures whether the
system achieves desired outcomes and meets program requirements and b)
identifies strategies for improvement (Hill, 2006)
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Comparing and Contrasting Mississippi with
Promising Practices
Exemplary coordinated housing and long-term care services do not
happen overnight. States created their systems through research,
planning, even trial and error. Because most states have differing
delivery systems for services, the study of “best practices” can
always be beneficial to those working toward system reforms.
In various documents produced in the past four years, Medstat
has reported on the promising practices of states leading the way
in long-term care systems reform. Medstat’s reports found state
agencies, usually the agencies that managed Medicaid services,
both institutional services and community-based services, took
the lead. Some states—Oregon, South Carolina, and Vermont—
created a single agency, merging agencies that had previously
served the elderly and people with disabilities. A review of
literature indicates it is essential for the state agency to be
perceived as trustworthy.
States used commissions, committees (Oregon, South Carolina,
Michigan), and grassroots efforts (Michigan, Pennsylvania) to
involve all stakeholders at the state and local levels, especially
consumers (New Hampshire, Colorado). Public forums were often
used to solicit consumer information.
Several states prepared plans (Colorado, Pennsylvania). Some
(New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Michigan,
Wisconsin) trained staff (Steigman, 2003). Multiple changes took
place over several years (Michigan, New Hampshire, Colorado).
The eight components listed first in the “Factors Contributing to
Successful Systems Change” section above, which also include a
single access point and person centered services, were used in the
table below to visually compare and contrast Mississippi’s longterm care system with the long-term care systems of states leading
the way in reform in Medstat’s “Promising Practices . . .” report
developed for CMS (Eiken, 2004).
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Table 7. The Comparison of Mississippi to Eight State Leaders in Long-Term Care Systems Reform
Key
Comparison States
System
Colorado Michigan New
Oregon Pennsylvania South
Vermont Wisconsin
Component
Hampshire
Carolina
1.
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
2.
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
3.
X
X
X
X
4.
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
5.
X
X
X
X
6.
X
X
X
X
X
7.
X
X
X
X
8.
X
X
9.
X
X
X
X
X
10.
X
X
X
X
1. Single Access Points
6. Precipitating Event or Crisis
2. Person-Centered Services
7. Political Champion
8. A Plan for Change
3. Effective State Agency Leadership
9. Staff Preparation
4. Participant Involvement
10. Multiple Changes over Several Years
5. A Shared Vision

Mississippi
*
X
**
X

Source: Table created for report from the comparison of information on Mississippi’s Medicaid programs with information in Promising
Practices in Long-Term Care Systems Reform: Common Factor of Systems Change. *The Aging and Disability Resource Center (ADRC)
under the Mississippi Department of Human Services’ Division of Aging and Adult Services is a comprehensive resource and referral center
and when fully implemented will assist with the establishment of eligibility for public programs and services. **In recent years, there have been
a few emerging champions in this area—Senator Terry Burton in particular has worked to improve long-term care services.

Mississippi did develop the MAC Plan. The plan took a
considerable amount of time to create and showed significant
participant involvement among agencies and organizations. Was
the time well spent? Does the plan need to be revisited? Could it
lead to additional changes for Medicaid eligible individuals?
In contrast, Mississippi does not have a single access point for
long-term care services. Medicaid partners with two state agencies,
the Department of Rehabilitation Services and the Department
of Mental Health, to co-administer the state’s five home- and
community-based waivers, which in fact, are different waivers
serving different populations. Long-term care services at the
community level are also in multiple agencies served by different
regional district systems. Housing services available to the
Medicaid-eligible are never under the same roof with long-term
care services. Effective local case managers could have their own
system for connecting long-term care services with housing, but
this is not widely known if it is so. Project BRIDGE’s site plans
can perhaps lead the way in this area.
Texas’ “Money Follows the Person” initiative was not addressed
in the Medstat study but it has been recognized as a promising
practice in the transition of consumers from nursing facilities to
community services. A report by the Community Living Exchange
Collaborative (ILRU) summarizes the initiative. Rider 37 passed
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by the Texas Legislature went into effect in September 2001.
A small pilot project was developed that awarded contracts to
three sites. Section 8 housing vouchers were set aside for eligible
individuals to move from nursing facilities to the community.
Waiting list processes were bypassed and transition grants of
$2,500 were available to many, but not all, individuals. By August
2003, over 2,000 people had used Rider 37 to move into the
community. Rider 37 has been recognized as “Promoting new and
positive experiences of collaboration that resulted in significant
learning about strategies and barriers in nursing facility transition
and a deeper understanding about the types and amount of work
required for people to transition.” Mississippi has applied for
“Money Follows the Person” grant funding twice, but was not
successful.
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Recommendations

Either you decide to stay in the shallow end of the pool or you go out into the ocean.
Christopher Reeve

T

hese recommendations address the central question of this report, which is, “What
does it take to create a system for Medicaid-eligible Mississippians with disabilities
needing long-term care who want to live in their communities in the housing
arrangements of their choice?”
Mississippi has a rigid menu of long-term
care options for low-income individuals:
 nursing homes for the frail elderly
 institutions, large and small,
for people with developmental
disabilities.
These facilities seemed, at one time, to be
the best way to provide services in a poor
rural state with limited funding for services
and housing. But these systems were created
years ago, and much has changed since that
time.

NBC Nightly News featured a
segment in December 2007 on a
group of senior citizens in Boston
who wanted to age in place, in their
homes in their community. These
seniors have worked together to find,
create and share services and service
providers. The neighbors are having
great success, but their neighborhood,
Beacon Hill, is one of the most
exclusive neighborhoods in the United
States. This group financially has the
ability to remain in their community.
Individuals relying on Medicaid don’t
have these options.

Multifaceted solutions are needed to reorder
the long-term care and housing systems in
Mississippi. The actions needed are both
obvious and subtle. Mississippi’s current
system did not happen overnight, and changes will not happen overnight.

The first thing to consider in making any change is mindset. We must focus on the
community as the best place for individuals with disabilities and the frail elderly to
live and receive services. We also must focus on opportunities to create exemplary
communities with strong service delivery infrastructures. Finally, we must see change as
a way to seize opportunities to maintain a reasonable state budget for long-term care.
Life is not one-size-fits-all for any individual with or without disabilities or chronic illness.
States that have been most successful at improving long-term care opportunities for their
Improving Housing Choices for Medicaid-Eligible Mississippians Needing Long-Term Care
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citizens focus on providing residents with an array of services.
Mississippi must aim for additional options that improve the
quality and community orientation of services. Affordable,
accessible housing of all types and a variety of long-term care
services must be available in all the state’s communities.
These recommendations derive from a number of sources
considered by Project BRIDGE: 1) a focus group of Medicaideligible recipients from across the state, 2) a statewide community
forum of individuals with disabilities and their families, 3) the
Project BRIDGE Action Council consisting of long-term care
and housing providers, advocacy groups, policymakers and
individuals with disabilities and chronic illness and their families,
4) information gathered on the state’s current systems for long-term
care and housing derived from agency documents, 5) the review
of information and systems from other states and federal agencies.
The System Performance Review Committee met with members of
the Action Council to further distill the information gathered into
recommendations.
The Systems Performance Review Committee of the Project
BRIDGE Action Council advised the recommendations should
be integrated just as the services should be. For this reason,
recommendations are grouped into three categories: Policies,
Programs and Services, and Research, but are not listed in terms of
priority. All must be implemented.

Policies
Policies, simply put, are laws, rules and regulations. There are
policies that regulate home- and community-based waiver slots
and home- and community-based waiver funding. Policies also
regulate local public housing authorities and their preferences used
to determine housing priorities. Policies can be changed.
•
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Expand and Formalize Long-Term Care Task Force – The
legislature must expand the Mississippi Long-Term Care
Technical Advisory Group (TAG), created in February 2007,
by including additional groups, particularly housing, to keep
long-term care issues in the public eye. The Mississippi LongTerm Care Technical Advisory Group (TAG) is making their
recommendations on long-term care services to the legislature
during the 2008 Regular Session, but there is still much to be
done. Within the purview of this group, the legislature must
revisit the progress of the Mississippi Access to Care (MAC)
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Plan. In 2000 and 2001, a tremendous amount of time and
effort went into the MAC Plan to address the issues related to
the Olmstead decision. The Division of Medicaid was the lead
agency in coordination with the Department of Mental Health,
the Department of Health, the Department of Education,
the Department of Human Services and the Department of
Rehabilitation Services. The MAC Plan was published in 2001,
followed by an implementation plan in 2003. While the MAC
Web site remains online via the Medicaid Web site, limited
information is available on what happened in subsequent years.
Which of the MAC Action Plan items have been completed?
Has the effort stalled? The legislature must hold a hearing on
the progress of the MAC Plan. Institutional dollars can be used
more efficiently.
•

Single Point of Contact – Mississippi must make it a
priority to develop a single point of contact for services for
people with disabilities and the frail elderly. A single point
of contact has proved essential in many states making the
transition to community-based services. The Division of
Aging and Adult Services, Mississippi Department of Human
Services received a grant for a pilot Aging and Disability
Resource Center (ADRC) in partnership with the Central
Mississippi Area Agency on Aging in 2005. The ADRC is a
comprehensive resource and referral center and when fully
implemented will assist with the establishment of eligibility
for public programs and services. Beginning as a pilot project
working in limited counties, the ADRC is expanding statewide.
Fully implemented, the ADRC satisfies the MAC Plan
recommendation—“establish a single point of intake.” The
Area Agencies on Aging (AAAs) located in the state’s Planning
and Development Districts (PDDs) already provide a number
of community services for senior adults. ADRCs have been
used effectively in 43 states as the single entry point for their
community long-term care services. It is important that the
single point of contact provides actual resources and not just
serves as a point of referral.

•

Money Follows the Person – Mississippi must implement
a true “money follows the person” policy of long-term care
services. Money follows the person refers to the flexible
financing of long-term services that allows the funds provided
for Medicaid supported facility services to move with the
individual to the most appropriate community setting. Funding
follows an individual with disabilities or chronic illness
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moving from an institutional setting into a community living
situation. Texas and a number of other states have used this
concept to transition individuals from nursing facilities into the
community. House Bill 528, passed during the regular 2007
Mississippi Legislative Session, has a section authorizing the
transfer of funds allocated for nursing facility services for
eligible residents to cover services available through the state’s
five home- and community-based waivers, but it is unclear how
this is being administered.
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•

Encourage Public Housing Authorities (PHAs) Statewide
to Make the Needs of People with Disabilities a Priority –
Advocates must develop an organized effort to attend PHA
meetings and promote individuals with disabilities and the
elderly as a priority population for the state’s PHAs. The
system of 55 public housing authorities in Mississippi can
be confusing. Some provide low-rent public housing, some
provide Section 8 vouchers, and some, principally regional
housing authorities, provide both. Meetings are held annually
to determine priorities for the PHAs. People with disabilities
must be represented at these meetings.

•

Develop an Incentive Program to Assist Nursing Homes
in Moving from Providers of Institutional-Based Care to
Providers of Community-Based Care – The legislature must
provide incentives to assist nursing homes in becoming the
best providers of community-based long-term care services.
These incentives would include business rewards as well as
training activities. States that have been successful in making
the change from institutional care to community-based care
have an array of long-term care solutions. In 2006, there were
199 licensed skilled nursing facilities located in communities
across the state. Nursing facilities are the state’s specialists in
providing long-term care. They can lead the way in maintaining
business quality, providing jobs and saving state funds.

•

Promote Incentives for Long-Term Care Insurance –
Mississippi must promote long-term care insurance for its
citizens. During the 2007 regular session, the Mississippi
Legislature passed Senate Bill 2337 to provide an income tax
credit for the premiums paid for long-term care insurance.
Mississippi joined many other states offering tax incentives
that go beyond the incentive currently offered by the federal
government. While this will not help Mississippi’s neediest
citizens, it would ease the burden middle income citizens
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impose on long-term care services in time of need and free up
more family resources for applicable family members.

Programs and Services

Programs and services are defined simply as “the way things
work.” Programs and services are actions taken toward a goal. The
following recommendations affect the programs and services being
provided to Medicaid-eligible individuals.
• An Energetic, Coordinated Public Information Strategy –
A concerted, concentrated ongoing public awareness strategy
must be launched jointly by multiple agencies to provide the
best information on long-term care and housing. One unique
concept: provide information on community services and
housing together in a uniform, statewide effort. Participants
in both the focus group and the community forum held by
Project BRIDGE, said it was difficult to get clear information
on Mississippi’s home- and community-based waivers.
Information on affordable, accessible housing was also hard
to gather because multiple agencies are involved in providing
assistance for owner and rental housing in all areas of the
state. All the agencies involved have brochures, regional
offices, Web presences, and some have had public awareness
campaigns, but obviously these are not enough. The ADRC has
developed a comprehensive media plan. The implementation
of this plan may provide an opportunity for contribution to this
recommendation. Often the quality of information received by
Medicaid-eligible individuals and their families is dependent on
the knowledge of the regional office personnel.
• Statewide Long-Term Care and Housing Summit – A
statewide summit must be held to bring together long-term care
providers and housing providers to generate new ideas and new
collaborations. This simultaneous education on community
services and housing can bring together developers, builders
and social service providers and generate a turning point for
community living, funding, universal design and tax credits for
the state.
• Initiate a Statewide Searchable Housing Database – The
state must develop and implement a statewide housing database
such as Socialserve (www.socialserve.com). Socialserve is a
Web-based searchable database being used by some states and
agencies as a tool for finding housing, including rental housing,
Improving Housing Choices for Medicaid-Eligible Mississippians Needing Long-Term Care
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Section 8 housing, accessible housing, housing for sale, and
services. After Hurricane Katrina, Socialserve.com launched an
emergency housing site for five states, including Mississippi,
that is accessible by participating agencies. The current cost is
$44,000 a year for the entire state. Socialserve should be a joint
project of multiple agencies.
• Case Management – Mississippi’s service agencies must
develop a coordinated and collaborative case management
system via interagency agreement. All of the state’s service
agencies have their own case managers who focus their
efforts on their priority areas. One client receiving services
from several agencies currently might have several case
managers. While case management is new to the housing area,
it has proved to be very effective in helping low-income and
homeless clients adjust to life in their own home as well as
community life and tap into the services they need.
• Person-Centered Planning – More individuals with
disabilities in Mississippi must have the opportunity to have
person-centered plans. State agencies must continue to explore
person-centered planning and integrate its use through all
service systems, particularly those that have impact on longterm care. Person-centered planning has gained ground in
Mississippi, with several initiatives providing training in recent
years. These life plans for individuals with disabilities are
directed at every aspect of their life, which can include for the
client living in the community in the housing of their choice
and receiving appropriate home- and community-based services
that meet their needs.
• Training for Long-Term Care and Housing Professionals –
The state must fully embrace crosstraining for long-term care
and housing professionals for the provision of best practice
services. Most agencies’ case managers focus on services
provided by that agency. They know the programs provided
by their agency and do a good job for their clients. If longterm care providers knew more about housing, their services
would be more effective for those clients wanting to live in the
community. Likewise, housing providers could better help
their clients if they knew the ins-and-outs of available longterm care services. From lessons learned through 10 years of
administering housing initiatives for the elderly and individuals
with disabilities, IDS has been able to share information with
other agencies but a significantly more widespread effort is needed.
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• Recognize and Value Direct Support Professionals –
Mississippi must build a friendlier environment and more
effective system for direct support professionals. The buzz
phrase from a popular movie several years ago was “build
it and they will come.” Many individuals with disabilities
need the assistance of personal care attendants to live in the
community, and they are deeply concerned about the difficulty
of finding good workers and the small salaries they are
authorized to pay workers through the home- and communitybased waivers.
• Annual Convening of Fair Housing Organizations,
Property Managers, Owners - Involved Mississippi agencies
must convene an annual meeting for the state’s fair housing
organizations and property owners and managers to familiarize
more people with fair housing laws, especially as they pertain
to accessibility and affordability. There is considerable need.
The Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity (FHEO)
at the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
administers and enforces federal laws and establishes policies
that make sure all Americans have equal access to the housing
of their choice. Fair housing is not an option, it’s the law.
• Develop a Coordinated, Community-Based Transportation
System – Mississippi must develop a statewide coordinated,
community-based transportation system that provides
affordable, accessible, flexible services for individuals with
disabilities who want to live in the housing of their choice
and receive their services in their communities. Every needs
assessment for people with disabilities and the elderly has
established transportation as a priority. People with disabilities
must have flexible, accessible, affordable transportation to
get where they need and want to go from the doctor’s office
to school to the grocery store to church to the movies. For
several years, there has been legislation introduced to create
a transportation task force, and the Mississippi Department of
Transportation has worked on comprehensive planning, but it’s
time to move beyond planning.

Research
Research is the careful collection of information about a particular
subject, in this case, long-term care services and affordable,
accessible housing.
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•

What Has Been the Impact of the Change to Home- and
Community-Based Services on Agencies and Their Staffs
in Other States? – This research may be currently available
in multiple documents. In 2007, the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services granted a series of state profile tool grants
for assessing states’ long-term care systems. A review of the
information from these grants should provide a beginning
round of impact information from the states that received these
grants.

•

What Kind of Market Demand Information Do Mississippi
Builders Need to Take More Interest in Supplying Housing
for People with Disabilities and the Frail Elderly? – This
particular information could be handled via a telephone or
online survey. It is very doable research and simply begs for
funding for manpower and technology, perhaps as a joint
project for the Mississippi Development Authority, the Home
Builders Association of Mississippi and several advocacy
organizations.
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About Project BRIDGE

Project Staff

The Real Choice Systems Change Grants were funded by the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services as part of President
George Bush’s New Freedom Initiative to grant a “new freedom”
to people with disabilities or long-term illness so they can live and
prosper in their communities. These systemic changes allow people
with disabilities to
• Live in the most integrated community setting appropriate
to their individual support requirements and preferences
• Exercise meaningful choices about their living environment,
the providers of services they receive, the types of supports
they use and the manner by which services are provided
• Obtain quality services in a manner as consistent as possible
with their community living preferences and priorities
The grants provide varying opportunities to assist states and others
in building infrastructure that will result in effective and enduring
improvements in long-term support systems.

Project Director
Royal P. Walker Jr., JD

The Institute for Disability Studies (IDS), Mississippi’s University
Center for Excellence in Developmental Disabilities Research,
Education and Service located at The University of Southern
Mississippi, was endorsed by the Governor’s Office of the Division
of Medicaid to apply for the Real Choice grant that funded Project
BRIDGE.
Project BRIDGE: Improving the Access of Medicaid-Eligible
Mississippians to Affordable, Accessible Housing with LongTerm Supports was funded in October 2004 as a Real Choice
“Integrating Long-Term Supports with Affordable Housing” grant
to remove the barriers that prevent Medicaid-eligible individuals
with disabilities of all ages from living in the community or in the
housing arrangement of their choice. Limited access to affordable,
accessible, and quality housing that incorporates long-term
supports in a major barrier to community living.

Project Coordinator
Alma Ellis
Coordinator for Housing
Cassie Hicks
Evaluation Specialist
Charles Hughes
Housing and Community
Support Specialist
Ivie Pulliam
Housing and Community
Support Specialist
Jeffrey Smith
Long-Term Support
Specialist
Christy Harrison
Administrative Assistant
Bruce Smith

Project BRIDGE has worked to prepare consumers and other
key stakeholders to set an agenda, through the development of a
comprehensive plan for systems change resulting in the building of
an infrastructure that integrates and coordinates long-term supports
and housing services.
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Table from Mississippi Access to Care (MAC) Implementation Report #1, May 30, 2003
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Appendix A, continued
Table from Mississippi Access to Care (MAC) Implementation Report #1, May 30, 2003
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Appendix A, continued
Table from Mississippi Access to Care (MAC) Implementation Report #1, May 30, 2003
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Appendix B
Table from Medicaid Long-Term Care Expenditures in FY 2006 Memo, August 10, 2007
Thomson Healthcare
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Appendix C
Mississippi Public Housing Authority List from HUD Web Site

HA Code

PHA Name, Phone & Fax Number

Address

Type [?]

MS071

Aberdeen HA
Phone: (662)369-9460
Fax: (662)369-3366

910 Martin Luther King Jr. Street
Aberdeen
MS 39730

Low-Rent

MS083

Amory HA
Phone: (662)256-3213
Fax: (662)257-9695

401 South Main Street
Amory
MS 38821

Low-Rent

MS085

Baldwyn HA
Phone: (662)365-2335
Fax: (662)365-7669

101 Eastover Circle
501
Baldwyn
MS 38824

Low-Rent

MS064

Bay St. Louis HA
Phone: (228)467-4545
Fax: (228)467-4517

601 Bienville Drive
Bay Saint Louis
MS 39520

Low-Rent

MS005

Biloxi Housing Authority
Phone: (228)374-7771
Fax: (228)432-8899

330 Benachi Avenue
Biloxi
MS 39530

Both

MS065

Booneville HA
Phone: (662)728-4032
Fax: (662)728-3000

801 N College Street
Booneville
MS 38829

Low-Rent

MS060

Brookhaven HA
Phone: (601)833-1781
Fax: (601)833-8090

501 Brookman Drive
Brookhaven
MS 39601

Low-Rent

MS061

Canton HA
Phone: (601)859-4032
Fax: (601)859-5217

120 Faith Lane
Canton
MS 39046

Low-Rent

MS128

North Delta Regional HA
Phone: (601)627-9627
Fax: (601)627-3142

4 East Second Street
Clarksdale
MS 38614

Section 8

MS007

Clarksdale HA
Phone: (601)624-8030
Fax: (601)627-3341

2401 6th Street
Building 9
Clarksdale
MS 38614

Low-Rent

MS019

Mississippi Regional HA No. IV
Phone: (662)327-4121
Fax: (662)327-4344

2845 S Frontage Road
Columbus
MS 39701

MS076

Columbus HA
Phone: (662)328-4236
Fax: (662)329-3853

1515 4th Street S
Columbus
MS 39701

Low-Rent

MS072

Corinth HA
Phone: (662)287-1489
Fax: (662)286-6951

1101 Cruise Street
Corinth
MS 38834

Low-Rent

MS006

Tennessee Valley RHA
Phone: (662)286-8437
Fax: (662)287-1996

1210 Proper Street
Corinth
MS 38834

Both

MS080

Walnut HA
Phone: (662)286-8437
Fax: (662)287-1996

1210 Proper Street
Corinth
MS 38834

Low-Rent

MS111

Forest HA
Phone: (601)469-1342
Fax: (601)469-1342

518 N 4th Avenue
Forest
MS 39074

Low-Rent

MS107

Greenwood HA
Phone: (601)453-4822
Fax: (601)455-3547

111 E Washington Street
Greenwood
MS 38930

Both

MS040

Mississippi Regional HA No. VIII
Phone: (228)831-2992
Fax: (228)831-2099

10430 Three Rivers Road
Gulfport
MS 39503

Both

MS001

Hattiesburg HA
Phone: (601)583-1881
Fax: (601)583-0759

208 Gordon Street
Hattiesburg
MS 39401

Low-Rent

MS094

Hazlehurst HA
Phone: (601)894-1566
Fax: (601)894-1566

150 Roebuck Court
Apartment 36
Hazlehurst
MS 39083

Low-Rent
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MS062

Holly Springs HA
Phone: (601)252-2971
Fax: (601)252-2971

111 N Market Street
Holly Springs
MS 38635

Low-Rent

MS121

Itta Bena HA
Phone: (601)254-9656
Fax: (601)254-9330

301 Sunflower Road
Apartment 22
Itta Bena
MS 38941

Low-Rent

MS075

Iuka HA
Phone: (601)423-9232
Fax: (601)423-9233

1629 Old Whitehouse Road
Iuka
MS 38852

Low-Rent

MS058

Mississippi Regional HA No. VI
Phone: (601)373-7040
Fax: (601)714-3970

2180 Terry Road
Jackson
MS 39204

Both

MS103

Jackson HA
Phone: (601)362-0885
Fax: (601)982-4733

2747 Livingston Road
Jackson
MS 39213

Both

MS117

Attala County HA
Phone: (662)289-5181
Fax: (662)289-5181

311 Gilliland Street
Kosciusko
MS 39090

Low-Rent

MS002

Laurel HA
Phone: (601)425-4651
Fax: (601)425-7977

701 Beacon Street
Laurel
MS 39440

Low-Rent

MS095

South Delta Regional HA
Phone: (662)686-2018
Fax: (662)686-2042

202 Weston Avenue
Leland
MS 38756

Section 8

MS109

Long Beach HA
Phone: (228)863-8256
Fax: (228)864-9938

102 N Girard Avenue
Long Beach
MS 39560

Both

MS079

Louisville HA
Phone: (601)773-3761
Fax: (601)773-3761

605a W Main Street
Louisville
MS 39339

Low-Rent

MS003

McComb HA
Phone: (601)684-7291
Fax: (601)684-3181

1002 Sedgewick Street
McComb
MS 39648

Low-Rent

MS057

Mississippi Regional HA No. VII
Phone: (601)684-6422
Fax: (601)684-3630

107 Burke Avenue
McComb
MS 39648

MS084

Summit HA
Phone: (601)684-7291
Fax: (601)684-3181

1002 Sedgewick Street
McComb
MS 39648

MS004

Meridian HA
Phone: (601)693-4285
Fax: (601)693-4491

2425 E Street
PO Box 870
Meridian
MS 39302

MS110

Mound Bayou HA
Phone: (601)741-2061
Fax: (601)741-2302

504 Banks Avenue
Mound Bayou
MS 38762

Low-Rent

MS105

Natchez HA
Phone: (601)446-5301
Fax: (601)445-5805

2 Auburn Avenue
Natchez
MS 39120

Low-Rent

MS030

Mississippi Regional HA No. V
Phone: (601)683-3371
Fax: (601)683-0478

298 Northside Drive
Newton
MS 39345

MS070

Okolona HA
Phone: (662)447-5473
Fax: (662)447-5733

7005 Okolona Terrace
PO Box 190
Okolona
MS 38860

Low-Rent

MS093

Oxford HA
Phone: (662)234-7524
Fax: (662)236-3319

900 Molly Barr Road
Oxford
MS 38655

Low-Rent

MS016

Mississippi Regional HA No. II
Phone: (662)236-3645
Fax: (662)236-3319

900 Molly Barr Road
Oxford
MS 38655

Section 8

MS066

Picayune HA
Phone: (601)798-3281
Fax: (601)799-5123

1511 7th Avenue
Picayune
MS 39466

Low-Rent
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MS096

Pontotoc HA
Phone: (601)489-1312
Fax: (601)489-9244

206 HUD Street
PO Box 590
Pontotoc
MS 38863

Low-Rent

MS067

Richton HA
Phone: (601)788-6231
Fax: (601)788-6242

PO Box 1236
Richton
MS 39476

Low-Rent

MS081

Sardis HA
Phone: (662)487-2441
Fax: (662)487-2487

321 Greenhill Circle
Sardis
MS 38666

Low-Rent

MS090

Senatobia HA
Phone: (662)562-5071
Fax: (662)562-5095

100 Scotsdale Street
Senatobia
MS 38668

Low-Rent

MS089

Shelby HA
Phone: (662)398-7141
Fax: (662)398-7092

1305 Lake Street
Post Office Box 247
Shelby
MS 38774

Low-Rent

MS047

Starkville HA
Phone: (662)323-5536
Fax: (662)323-5511

101 Pecan Acres
Starkville
MS 39759

Low-Rent

MS077

Tupelo HA
Phone: (662)842-5122
Fax: (662)680-9730

701 South Canal Street
Tupelo
MS 38804

Low-Rent

MS086

Vicksburg HA
Phone: (601)638-1661
Fax: (601)638-6993

131 Elizabeth Circle
Vicksburg
MS 39183

Low-Rent

MS078

Water Valley HA
Phone: (662)473-2801
Fax: (662)473-1826

232 Blackmur Drive
Water Valley
MS 38965

Low-Rent

MS101

Waveland HA
Phone: (601)467-4247
Fax: (601)467-0024

500 Camille Circle
Waveland
MS 39576

Low-Rent

MS068

Waynesboro HA
Phone: (601)735-4522
Fax: (601)735-1751

1069 Wayne Street
Waynesboro
MS 39367

Low-Rent

MS059

West Point HA
Phone: (662)495-2004
Fax: (662)495-2005

805 Ivy Lane
West Point
MS 39773

Low-Rent

MS082

Winona HA
Phone: (601)283-2575
Fax: (601)283-2576

200 Briscoe Street
Winona
MS 38967

Low-Rent

MS063

Yazoo City HA
Phone: (601)746-2226
Fax: (601)746-2230

121 Lindsey Lawn Drive
Yazoo City
MS 39194
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LR

LR

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

Aberdeen (S)

Amory (S)
Attala County
(S)

Baldwyn (S)

Bay St. Louis (S)

Biloxi

Booneville (S)

Brookhaven

Canton (S)

Clarksdale

Columbus

Corinth

Forest (S)

Greenwood

Hattiesburg

Hazlehurst (S)

Holly Springs (S)

Itta Bena (S)

Iuka (S)

Jackson

Laurel

Long Beach (S)

Louisville (S)

McComb

LR

LR

Both

LR

Both

LR

LR

LR

LR

LR

Both

LR

LR

LR

LR

LR

LR

LR

Both

LR

LR

LR

Plan
Year

PHA

Type
(Low-Rent,
Section 8,
Both)

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Goal
II.A.,
Obj.4

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Goal
III.A.,
Obj.3

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Goal
IV.A.,
Obj.1.

5-Year Plan

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Goal
IV.A.,
Obj.3

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Goal
IV.A.,
Obj.2

200

382

unknown

NA

NA

unknown

NA

NA

NA

NA

unknown

NA

3

18

544

unknown

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Housing
Needs by
Family
Types

mar/other

PH 25/4% Sec8
9/60%
23/15%

other

other

mod

29/14%

5/21%

vou/mar
other

PH 70/7.7%
Sec8 31/5%

mod/mar

mod

mod

mod

1/.02%

9/12%

1/.01%

41/17%

other

PH 39/11.5%
Sec8 50/12%
54/16%

mod/mar

No

No

mod

other

mod/mar

2/.03%

11/18%

0/0%

35/12%

16/19%

7/.06%

desig

desig/mod/ vou/
mar

PH 55/17%
Sec8 21/10%
7/16%

mod/mar

mod/mar

No

mod

mar

9/10%

9/75%

5/18%

5/8.9%

4/11%

Housing
Needs of
Families on
Waiting List
(# of families
/% of total)

Strategy (B/C)
Families with
Disabilities
(designation/
modification/
vouchers/
market/other)

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Public
Housing
Admissions
Preferences
2.

Yes 1

Yes 6

No

No

No

Yes 1

Yes 1

No

Yes 1

No

Yes 1

No

No

Yes 1

Yes 1

Yes 2

Yes 1

Yes 3

Yes 2

No

No

Yes

Yes 2

Yes

Public
Housing
Admissions
Preferences
3.

Annual Plan

NA

NA

Yes

NA

Yes

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Section 8
Admissions
Preferences
2.

Comparison of Goals Related to Disabilities in the 2005 Five Year and Annual Plans for Mississippi’s Public Housing
Authorities

Appendix D

NA

NA

No

NA

Yes 3

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes 1

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes 2

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Section 8
Admissions
Preferences
3.

No

NA

NA

No

Yes

NA

NA

NA

NA

No

No

NA

No

No

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Public
Housing
Occupancy
Designation
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2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

2005

Shelby (S)

South Delta (S)

Starkville (S)

Summit (S)
Tennessee
Valley (S)

Tupelo

Vicksburg

2005

2005

Senatobia (S)

Yazoo City

2005

Sardis (S)

2005

2005

Richton (S)

Winona (S)

2005
2005

Region 7 (S)
Region 8

2005

2006

Region 6 (S)

West Point (S)

2005

Region 5 (S)

2005

2005

Region 4

Waynesboro (S)

2005

Region 2 (S)

2005

2005

Pontotoc (S)

Waveland (S)

LR

2005

Picayune

2005

2005

Oxford (S)

2005

LR

2005

Okolona (S)

Walnut (S)

Both

2005

North Delta (S)

Water Valley (S)

LR

2005

Natchez (S)

LR

LR

LR

LR

LR

LR

LR

LR

Section 8

LR

LR

LR

LR

Both
Both

Both

Both

Both

Section 8

LR

LR

LR

LR

Section 8

LR

LR

2005

Mound Bayou

Both

2005

Meridian (S)

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No
Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No
Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Other

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Other

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Appendix F
Project BRIDGE Action Council Members
LeRon Jackson, Action Council Co-Chair
consumer
Mike Gallarno, Action Council Co-Chair
Bureau Director, Long-Term Care Services,
Office of the Governor, Division of Medicaid
Christy Dunaway, Chairman
BRIDGE Consumer/Family Affairs Committee
Executive Director, LIFE, Inc.
Sam Valentine, Chairman
BRIDGE Evaluation Committee
Planning, Policy and Compliance
Coordinator, Mississippi Band of Choctaw
Indians
Sheila C. Browning, Chairman
Interagency Review Committee
Deputy Director, Mississippi Department of
Rehabilitation Services
Deborah Conerly, Chairman
Needs Assessment Committee
Program Manager
Department of Planning and Community
Development
City of Hattiesburg
Mary Troupe, Chairman
Public Awareness Committee
Executive Director
Coalition for Citizens with Disabilities
Dr. Ben Mokry, Chairman
System Performance Review Committee
Senior Vice President, Research and
Development, Mississippi Home Corporation
Vicki Killingsworth, Chairman
Training and Technical Assistance Committee
Director, TIAAM

Clyde Monroe, consumer
Willie Martin, Director
Mississippi Association of Community
Action Agencies
Barry Dixon, Director
Area Agency on Aging - Gulf Coast
William B. Haney Jr., Executive Director
South Delta Planning and Development
District
Daniel R. Bender, Director, Health Services
Mississippi State Department of Health
Edie Hayles, Executive Director
Mississippi Council on Developmental
Disabilities
Rebecca Warren
Mississippi Protection and Advocacy System
David E. Johnson, Senior Vice President and
Director of Community Development
BankPlus
Regina Austin, Senior Deputy Director,
Mississippi Community Business Center
Fannie Mae
Evelyn Edwards
Vice President and Community Reinvestment
Mid-Mississippi Region
BancorpSouth
Nelma Thomas
Mississippi Regional Housing Authority Region VI
Scott Martin, FSS Program Coordinator
Tennessee Valley Regional Housing
Authority

Rita Gillings, parent
Ed Sivak, Program Officer, ECD/HOPE
Kimela Smith, Evaluator
Mississippi Department of Mental Health

Jessie Billups
Mississippi Regional Housing Authority Region 8
Carol O’Brien
South Delta Planning and Development
District
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Sherry Davis, State Director
AARP Mississippi

Victoria Patton, Executive Director
Mississippi Housing Initiative

Robert Pugh, MPH, Director
Mississippi Primary Health Care Association

Ms. Sheila Burnham, consumer

State Director
Mississippi Chapter March of Dimes

Theresa Middlebrook
Planning and Development Officer
Hinds County Human Resource Agency

Patricia A. Hoban-Moore
Field Office Director
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development

LaNundra Colbert
Development Assistance Representative
City of Jackson
Division of Development Assistance

Dianne Williams
Warren-Yazoo Mental Health Center

Jan Larsen, Executive Vice President
Global Strategies, Inc.

Ron Earl
Region I Mental Health Center

Charles Carr, Administrator
Mississippi Department of Transportation,
Public Transit Division

Ashley Hagg, parent
Dr. Curtina Moreland-Young, parent
Senator Alan Nunnelee
Representative Tyrone Ellis

Alberstein Johnson Pickett
Mississippi Department of Mental Health
Marilyn Moore-Lemons
FHEO Office Director
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development

Shirley Miller, Director EIS
Mississippi Department of Mental Health
Lillie Naylor, Senior Grants Manager
Mississippi Development Authority
Patricia Hinson, M.Ed., CMHT, Director,
State FASD Project
Mississippi Department of Mental Health
Brenda Havens, Co-Executive Director
Creative Community Living
Robin Wilkerson, parent
George Kelly, consumer
Lela Ferguson, consumer
Jeanne Steeber, consumer
Dr. Marion Dunn-Tutor, Director
Division of Aging and Adult Services
Mississippi Department of Human Services
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Appendix G
Mississippi’s Real Choice System Change Grantees

Building Futures Through Person-Centered Planning
Person-Centered Planning Implementation
The University of Southern Mississippi Institute for Disability Studies
Jane Z. Siders, Ed.D., Project Director
2007-10
Mississippi Aging and Disability Resource Center (ADRC)
New Freedom Initiative
Mississippi Department of Human Services, Division of Aging and Adult Services
Tish Kelley, Project Administrator
2005-08
Mississippi C-TAC
Community Based Treatment Alternatives for Children
Office of the Governor, Division of Medicaid
Kristi Plotner, Project Director
2004-08
Mississippi Statewide Coordinated Transportation System
Rebalancing Initiative
Mississippi Department of Mental Health
Matt Armstrong, Project Director
2005-07
Person Centered Planning
Real Choice
Mississippi Department of Mental Health
Matt Armstrong, Project Director
2002-05
Project BRIDGE: Improving the Access of Medicaid-Eligible Mississippians to Affordable,
Accessible Housing with Long-Term Supports
Integrating Long-Term Supports with Affordable Housing
The University of Southern Mississippi Institute for Disability Studies
Royal Walker Jr., JD, Project Director
2004-08
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118 College Drive #5163
Hattiesburg, MS 39406-0001
Telephone: 601.266.5163
Toll Free/TTY: 1.888.671.0051
Fax: 601.266.5114
Jackson Office
3825 Ridgewood Road, Room 729
Jackson, MS 39211
Telephone: 601.432.6876
Toll Free: 1.866.883.4474
Fax: 601.432.6974
TLC Gulf Coast Office
730 East Beach Boulevard
Post Office Box 5128
Long Beach, MS 39560
Telephone: 228.214.3223
Fax: 228.214.3421
www.usm.edu/ids
AA/EOE/ADAI

